
Like stepping out into darkness, cable

reviewing can be a disconcerting

experience. At times those system

differences which can be expressed by
audio cables can seem ethereal and

diffuse, even to the point of denying the

premise of consistency of opinion.

Differences between cables are

undeniably subtle if set against, for

example, those observed for amplifiers,

never mind loudspeakers. And yet,

when nicely settled in, and on a good

night, subtle cable differences may

readily be determined, appreciated and

valued.

     The matching question complicates

the issue, but no, this isn’t about

whether the basics of low resistance

and other electrical factors are properly

controlled in most cases, these can be

taken on trust — rather it concerns the

way in which a cable sound interacts

with the test system. To a limited

degree, cables may be used as mild

tone controls. For example some

Nordost designs often achieve striking

definition, which is notably associated

with a degree of brilliance in the higher

frequencies. This can provide a tonic

for a dull, backward sounding system.

That dullness may not be fairly

associated with any specific audio

component and could be a simple

cumulative result when the

contributions of room placement,

density and quality of furnishings and

the general room acoustic are added

together.

     Conversely, in the case of a

minimalist penthouse apartment with

much glass, you could find a cable with

only a mildly ‘brilliant’ sound to be quite

unacceptable.

     Putting cables in some sort of

perspective, it’s possible to assemble a

perfectly good hi-fi system without

spending more than 3-5% of the total

cost on cable. Cable which has

something to offer in terms of

significantly improved sound quality

may take a substantially higher

proportion than that and really comes

into its own with systems costing

perhaps E 6000,00 or more, reckoned for

the source, amplification equipment,

stands and speakers. In some cases I

have heard a modestly priced

equipment stand make a greater

contribution to a system’s sound over,

say, a simple ‘furniture’ shelf than the

substitution of substantialy more

expensive cable. But nonetheless, a

wisely chosen, compatible and superior

cable can make a contribution to

system quality that is quite specific and

which cannot be achieved by any other

means. Say that your commitment to

great sound has led you to spend E 10k

in that case a further E 800,00 to

E 1400,00 well invested in cable would

complete the system in the way that no

other component could. There is much

more to cable sound than tonal balance.

    This review takes a close look at the

costly Golden Reference interconnect

and speaker cables from Cardas. Only a

few expensive examples from Kimber or

Transparent cost more than these! The

opportunity arose to assess these

audiophile designs came when fine-

tuning a reference system comprising

Avalon Endolon speakers, a Krell FPB-

700cx stereo power amplifier, Conrad-
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George Cardas has adapted the geometric

concept of the Golden Ratio, a basis for

pleasing proportion in architecture, to the

build of audio cable. The Litztype GR speaker

cable contains 68 separate conductors

giving an effective wire gauge of 5 AWG

with a rated inductance of 0.1uH/m,

capacitance 120pF/m; for the interconnect,

capacitance is given as 40pF/m. More than

sufficient copper is employed te ensure low

losses and a high damping factor, so there

are no matching concerns either for the

interconnect or the speaker cable. The

construction avoids any need for terminator

boxes but the conductors are usefully

flexible, hence relatively easy to use and

dress. The main dielectric is Teflon, but

constructed to give a significant air content.

As Cardas rightly points out, Teflon has

some piezoelectric and retained charge

properties, which explains why these cable

improve with use; residual stress and

charge is dissipated under musical signal

drive. Once electrically and mechanically

settled in, ideally they should then stressed

or moved unnecessarily or some further

relaxation will be required.

Teflon and air dielectric

Multiconductor Litz construction

Exemplary midband performance
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These costly Cardas speaker cables and Interconnects live up to their promise.
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Johnson ART pre, and Krell KPS25c and

Marantz CD-7 CD players. Support

tables were by Finite Elemente while LP

replay was from a Linn LPl2/Aro/

Armageddon/Koetsu Rosewood II via a

Conrad-Johnson Premier 15.

     In general, the reference cabling

was Transparent XL, with both ‘valve’

and 'solid-state’ (’V’ or ‘SS’) versions

used where appropriate. Other cable

references included van den Hul First

Ultimate, also the Second, in balanced

form only. The Revelation [speaker],

Cardas Golden Cross, and finally the

Wireworld Atlantis Five series. Kimber

KS3O38 also proved useful for

comparison, and where appropriate

Kimber mains cords were used. It is

worth noting that the Eidolon

loudspeaker has a degree of inner

neutrality and resolution which lays

bare defects in the chain supplying it

with audio signals. Cumulative

colorations from the cascade of

components in the signal path may be

rendered painfully obvious by this

exacting transducer.

     It was into this demanding arena that

the review cables were thrust. Even

after several years in production, the

standard set by Transparent XL, when

well-matched with the system,

undoubtedly remains at the reference

level and so it should given its more

than substantial cost. 

     This cable series has proved suitable

for systems costing over E 150.000,00

and exemplifies the use of electrical

matching units to terminate and better

interface the cable to the system,

especially in respect of radiated

interference.  Transparent XL has a bold

dynamic sonic character which

continues to appeal to many listeners.

   Cardas eschews such electrical

terminators. Instead, the company

relies on its justifiable confidence in the

physical build of a cable, the disposition

of the conductor array and the complex

make up to conductors. According to

price and and requirements these

factors are woven to deliver a

consistent, neutral sound resulting in a

construction which might be thought

self terminating, continuously matched

along its length. Their interleaved

construction means that inductance is

low, there is a good degree of

selfshielding and capacitance is also

low. The cables do have custom

connectors, rhodium plated, and come

with contact preservative fluid. 

    Veering off the track for a moment,

via an earlier experience with this

system, I had already found that in its

quality and price context, Cardas

Golden Cross interconnect E 1239,00/

stereo metre, with RCA/phono

connctors) provided a highly neutral

sound, well matched in character to

the Eidolon and eminently usable

with it in terms of overall

performance, focus, clarity and

definition. The Golden Reference

(E 1710,00 stereo metre) earned

its higher place in the ranking not

because it was more neutral —

indeed it could be argued that the

upper treble sparkled just a little

more than the criterion for true

accuracy would allow — but because

its reach to the musical message was

still more convincing.

     I can describe how this review cable

sounds, as if it were say a pre-amplifier,

and this trick is done by using a

benchmark set by the many cable

references used. Hopefully this will

allow a purchaser to more precisely

anticipate the effect on their system.

While the overall sound quality of these

two products, the interconnect and the

speaker cable, have much in common,

and are wholly compatible with each

other, it is the interconnect which

reaches to the highest standard — that

of an absolute reference. Cardas has

long claimed a determined and

reasoned approach to a natural sound.

Over a very broad sweep of midrange

sounds, Golden Reference is exemplary

in this respect. So solid is this

performance, that this cable has the

ability to make other reference cables

sound uneven in frequency response,

muddled in their   presentation of

perspective and depth, even mildly

coloured. The Transparent XL’s focus is

exemplary, but is matched by this

Cardas design.

     As the Cardas product is allowed to

settle in, you can further appreciate the

lack of exaggeration, the fine low-level

detail, the wide soundstages and the

overall sense of purity and delicacy.

That shade of

upper treble

lightness

could so

easily tip over

into sibilance

or grain, but

in this case it

emphatically

does not. The

treble quality

here is airy

and 

essentially grainless: it sparkles in a

natural manner which is so evident with

top class tweeters.

      While the bass of the speaker cable

was extremely good — deep, well

tuned, tuneful and expressive — that of

the interconnect was simply excellent.

Both had great rhythm on fast rock and

jazz programme, with beautifully

expressed dynamics even with material

of substantial complexity. There is an

inner delicacy, a degree of subtlety

shown in these cables which provides a

continuing aural reward. Sound stage

perspectives showed excellent depth

with stable focused layering back into

the for stage. The interconnect is the

star in terms of value — true reference

class performance at an audiophile

price, but not wholly extravagant cost.

Excellently musical, it comes highly

recommended. 

    Consonant in sound quality and in my

view capable of doing justice to all but

the very highest priced systems, say

anything up to E 100.000,00 the Golden

Reference loudspeaker cable also

earns a firm recommendation, and for

some it may well be the one preferred.

Martin Colloms



Golden ratio was the most elegant solution, I first
assembled the machinery to strand in Golden Ratio back
in 1983. 

LC: Which are if any, the main differences in designing
audio cables? I mean, which is the main difference
between say, a signal and a power cable (material
Geometry and cross-section). 
GC: The materials are basically the same for state of the
art cables, you always choose the best metal and
dielectric you can find. I use extremely soft and pure
copper and a combination Teflon and air dielectric for
everything. Constant "Q" Golden ratio stranding is ideal
geometry for signal power or speaker cable. Speaker and
power cables are optimized for current transfer thus they
are of much larger cross-section and the key is lowering
resistance while maintaining a high inductive 'Q' . In
signal cables capacitance, dissipation factor and
shielding are dominant issues so compact constructions
are a must, low clean capacitance and resistance. 
LC: Let's talk about power cords. Besides the non-
resonant construction, which are the most important
parameters one should consider when designing an AC
cable? 
GC: Power cables are similar speaker cables - they must
transfer power and choke RF. I think they should be
shielded and provide very low resistance and filter RF.
Most of the "free" ones are real junk. 
LC: Is there any realistic explanation about the
(surprising) fact that audio cables (as any other hi fi
equipment) sound better after some "burn-in" or "break-
in" ? 
GC: I don't know, sometimes the difference is show
shocking! Moving the cable creates unbalanced static
charges in the dielectric in signal cables and the
mechanical stress in speaker cables. This is why moving
the cables is a no no. LC: Are there any new projects at
Cardas? I've read you article on "setting up speakers in a
rectangular room " and I have found it very informative.
Is Cardas going to design speakers or room tuning
devices in the future? 
GC: Well, there are always new projects at Cardas but
speakers and room tuning devices are not on the table
this week, we are working on several new connectors
and I am spending a great deal of time on some recording
projects with the local Lab band I will be coming out
with some "Big Band" recordings hopefully this year. 

Inter.View to George Cardas -
Cardas Cables
A brief introduction to Golden Ratio  freely taken
from "Golden sections and sequences in an unstable
problem" by Lucio Cadeddu
    Golden Ratio is an easy concept of elementary
geometry which has had, and still has, great relevance
both in human designs and in Nature. Recently it has had
wide application in HiFi Audio too. Let me write down a
brief survey on Golden Ratio and its amazing history. Let
us take a segment a of lenght 1. Another segment b is
said to be the Golden Section of a if it solves the
following equation: b2 + b - 1 = 0 that is to say the two
segments respect the following proportion: a : b = b : (a-
b). In simpler words, given the fact that a has lenght 1, b
must be 0.618 approx. Historically the Golden Ratio was
well known to the Egyptians who used it for building
their pyramids but it achieved wider popularity thanks to
the Greek geometers. We have to wait till 1496 in order
to have that ratio called "Golden Ratio". Actually the
mathematician (Friar) Pacioli wrote a paper called "De
Divina Proportione" where he referred to that ratio as a
God-given number one can find everywhere in Nature.
This paper had a great influence with Leonardo da Vinci,
who was one of Pacioli's friends, such that Leonardo's
Anatomia artistica was highly permeated by this magic
number. For example, the umbilicus is the Golden
Section of the entire body. Just to go back to HiFi and
Music (not to mention the applications of the Golden
Ratio in Architecture) let me recall that the standard AES
listening room is a Golden cuboid, that is the sides are in
golden ratio each other. Also, many loudspeakers
cabinets have golden ratio "inner" dimensions. More
generally, whenever one has to minimize or optimize
harmonic resonances the Golden ratio proves to be the
way to go (read further on for George's explanations).
George Cardas received US Pat. No. 4,628,151 and
4,980,517 for creating his proprietary Golden Section
stranding technique. 

LC: When (and how) did you start using Golden Ratio in
cable manufacturing ? 
GC: My original prototypes were stranded in Golden
ratio. I had previously used Golden Ratio in Race car
port timing, exhaust systems, track width, weight
distribution etc. to control harmonic resonance. I
visualized conductor glare as harmonic resonance and




